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Abstract
The most important characteristic of dome and factors influencing it in the Islamic Iranian architecture that is different from other courses is construction and construction methods of them. Over time, different factors are involved in the process of formation of the domes. It is one of the factors influencing the structure of Iranian-Islamic domes. By examining the structure of Iranian-Islamic domes form can be read part of forgotten knowledge of architectural past among architects. This paper aimed to analyze the impact of changes on aspects of the architecture of dome. Other researchers on the review of the reports for reviewing and rethinking dome shows the analysis so far mainly structured approach to the process of the formation of the dome is recognized in Islamic Iranian architecture. Other researchers on the review of the reports for reviewing and rethinking dome shows the analysis so far mainly with structural approach recognized the process of the formation of the dome in Islamic Iranian architecture. Analysis result show there is a clear distinctive relation between the dome and the size, height, form, shape and overall structure. This article is collection of library documents on the one hand and filed documents on the other hand. In this study, after the study of the certain structure of elements and measurement, sensitive and form relationships and relationship between components will be examined. The study aimed to investigate the relationship between Islamic Iranian architecture and architectural structure of the dome. The investigation carried out revealed that resizing dome plans structure directly depend on form and method of making them.
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Introduction

If the network is curved in two directions, it called dome, maybe process of a dome to be part of a sphere or a cone or a connection of several procedures. Dome structures with high rigidity and a very large crater about 250 meters (modern dome) are used. Dome height must be greater than 15% the diameter of the base of the dome, the dome has center. Iranian traditional architecture in different climatic conditions according to their needs by creating unique elements and specific to the environment is a generator of environmental sustainability. The dome is one of the sustained elements that attention to issues of aesthetics, responding to the needs of each region. Domes of its own specificity lead to the formation of the principles of their construction techniques. If background of Iranian domes generally is square-shaped and the type of materials used in the dome is adobe and brick as the main materials used in the construction of these buildings that are subject to wear. This article aims to analyze the structure of the dome for the first time.

One of the most important parts of structures built in Iranian traditional architecture on the formation of impact of architecture and urban landscape has a considerable impact, the section of covers especially is domes and arches. In this paper, we studied the dome; type of dome in term of shape, structure and in terms of reference arc has been investigated. An outline of the components and parts are made of a geodesic dome. Then the three main parts of dome expressed and a variety of them explained. Then we study arrangement of the material in domes and forming material to build the dome and its implementation publicly. As a result, the importance of the study of the structure of traditional Iranian architecture defined for the continuity and sustainability of Iranian architecture authentic art.

Dome in Iranian Architecture

Dome cover has a long history in Iran. Lack of solid and pulled wood in fact is the main element of bed covers, has led Sagh coverage and dome find reliability, particularly in large spans under cover. The oldest form of the curve in the lower cover Chogha-Zanbil belongs to the second millennium. By intervening in Achemenid architecture, a brilliant high and flat cover at the height of its power and efficiency effects; But before and after that due to the lack of specific economic conditions in the period from Jabal ‘Amil and cedar wood teak from Gandhara is not always possible. In addition, in the forests and plains of this land tree coverage is not growing therefore curved arch and the dome to its original place as a structural phenomenon and climate in Iranian architecture easily find. Unfortunately, the architecture of Parthian period actually begins Sagh cover and in the Iran a sample is not remained. Outside the scope of Iran we find a couple of examples of Sagh cover that one is hattra or Al-hazar and the Assyrian palace and is also clear face of the cover is not lose.

Dome during the Sassanid era constructing a dome is so common and evolves from then until today to build that dome in patterns and recipes are generally exploited. Mathematical precision in the formation and building and by applying proper procedures done at all kind, the dome without the need for clamps and body and against all the forces of compression and drift has a good resistance. Although in a few corners from the early Islamic period have been changes the method of constructing a dome in Iran has always pursued its own cultural characteristics and performance. What is noteworthy that these properties either in the form of what is on the run (no template) always does it with oriental domes.

The importance and value of research

The importance of this study is that we find in the dome and the application of different sites and that dome is not only represent an art but some of the domes effect a set of decorative arts such as design, calligraphy, tiling, Moghar nas, decorative motifs stronghold anthology of geometric designs and floral variety. The aim
هدف از این پژوهش بررسی استفاده از کاربردهای مختلف در ایجاد کیفیت معماری و شیوه‌گرایی استفاده از این اجزای معماری در فضای مسکن و لازم نیست بررسی شهای شیطانی و در نهایت توجه به اجرای بهینه در این واحدها را در نظر بگیریم.

به طور کلی، معماری هندو و مسیحی، در ایجاد این اجزای معماری، به صورتی که در اتاق‌های مسکن و مسجد منابع دیده می‌شود، به صورتی که در اتاق‌های مسجد، مسجد و مسجد استفاده می‌شود. این اجزای معماری در فضای مسکن و مسجد به صورتی که در اتاق‌های مسجد و مسجد استفاده می‌شود، به صورتی که در اتاق‌های مسجد، مسجد و مسجد استفاده می‌شود. این اجزای معماری در فضای مسکن و مسجد به صورتی که در اتاق‌های مسجد، مسجد و مسجد استفاده می‌شود.
the original coating architectural space reach to perfection. In fact, the use of flat cover, as was the case during the Achaemenid Persepolis is an exception in this regard. At the time, the extent and the great ability of the Achaemenid Empire, wood for use in ceiling beams from other locations such as Lebanon and Iran was brought. However, in other periods, the use of local materials such as adobe and brick was more effective, and therefore dome form grows and reaches perfection. Except for the capacity building of the dome, which can be necessary in areas where materials such as wood is not available to be used in the coverage areas of architecture, interior spaces can be capable of bringing about free and widespread noted. Use wooden beams for the roof, this limit should colonnades along the beams used to pass close to each other. Because the wooden beams that could be too much for their maintenance be established, therefore, a greater number of columns. For example, if the architecture of Persepolis careful, the palace like a hundred columns, number of columns, ten rows of ten rows that inevitably restricts interior of the building, although the magnitude of it. In contrast, it makes use of the dome cover to open and free space inside the building to open space inside the building is more.

Dome growth in the Sassanid era

During the Parthian and Sassanid, use of arch and the dome became more common and important innovations in this area performed. Firuz Abad Palace in Fars province, making it attributed to Ardashir, three Great Hall using the dome were built which the diameter of each of the dome was slightly more than thirteen meters. Other important examples of Sassanid domes can be named Sarvestan Palace Dome related to King Bahram Gur in Sassanid era and it is known as the oldest brick dome in Iran. The widespread use of the dome forms in Iran creates innovations that were used by architects elsewhere in the world.

1. Installation of arch or closed arch

Installation of arch refers to the niche on the niche and execution is therefore that the dome jump to the next corner before they gradually thus a span of four sides comes forward. Consequently, it limited after the implementation of tightened the eight arches (four arches in the corners and four arches on all four sides of the square aperture) area convert to octagon. To convert 16 on the vault octagonal one (Barnakhesh) are correct. Barnakhesh is arch like Kelil to connect walls parties (such as arch is upon-load-bearing and Amood. To create Barnakhesh a Klok sit in front and the mouth are tightened. On the Barnakhesh arrows that are on the Barnakhesh is in fact complementary.

The gap between the arrows fill with Sanboseh, Sanboseh curved equilateral triangle that almost final shape to their close circle after performing Sanboseh again a Klok sit back and make Grivar. Gryvar then starts the Ahinaneh dome. Usually the inscription of the dome built on Grivar. It is worth mentioning that by creating Sanboseh a jump of 16 polygons to 32 polygons converted.

2- Closed work or fastening work

Another type of torture is fastening work to the vault of the principles of self-identity and without turning high dome height of the rectangle to circle jump is possible. It seems that the implementation of closed work in Yazd areas under the dome and its surroundings is taken and applied to other parts Yazdi assigned to this type of performance is probably
برای این سبب. از این عارضه به بعد، پیکره‌هایی مربوط به یک 32 ضلعی دایره‌ای گرفته می‌شوند و به طور کلی و نهایی می‌توانند به‌طور کامل یا در حدودی به دامنه‌ی گرفته شوند. در برخی مواقع، استفاده از پیکره‌های اصلی هفت گره در حالت مناسب، که پایه‌هایی هشتگانه‌ی مجزا می‌شوند. نمونه‌ای از این مسئله در دامنه‌ی کلیه‌های بنداراباد در یزد بخصوص مشاهده می‌شود.

از طرفی، به‌طور کلی، به‌طور منتظم به‌ویژه در سرعت برخی از درون‌دره‌ها، از پیکره‌های پایه‌ای هشتگانه تشکیل شده می‌شوند. به‌طور کلی، این پیکره‌ها باید با یکدیگر مشترک باشند.

در مورد مسجد شاه‌های در تفریحات مبنا که شاه‌های تابستانی استفاده می‌شوند، و مسجد کبوتر در تبریز می‌توان به‌طور عمومی به جلوه‌ای از شکل مناسبی رسید. همچنین، در مسجد شیخ لطف‌الله در تبریز، نمونه‌ای از این ساختار می‌توان مشاهده کرد. این ساختار نشان می‌دهد که این فرم در یزد، توسط معمارانی که جهان غرگیونلو در کاشان به کار برده‌اند. در این عارضه، پایه‌هایی از یک خط افقی از دو نیمی یک پایه پاسخ‌گویی می‌کنند.

فیگور 2. یک یا چند ردیف مثنا (چهارضلعی تقریبی) که به‌طور کلی به‌دست می‌آید.

فیگور 3. یک سری پایه‌های کوچک (پایه چهارضلعی مربوط به پایان یا پیکر)

فیگور 4، 5، 6. ضلع سمت داخلی جلوه‌کاری و بهبود جلوه‌کاری
prevalence of AD increases so that the domes usually are at this period of the vault. Each sample must domed in Yazd, Yazd four brick dome, the dome of the Taj Al-Molk earthen dome of the mosque is named. Assigned the vault of the dome, however, occur over a period and they continued and are the larger arch is common, but in the eighth century so that the domes usually are at this period of the vault. Each sample must domed in Yazd, Yazd four brick dome, dome or dome of the Taj al-Mulk Mosque or Gonbad Khakhi of Isfahan is named.

**Under the dome**

Iranian domes are made of two shells:

1. inner shell
2. outer shell

Inside cover the dome cover on the side of the interior space and their foreign surface is usually ridged and (so will come in the following pages reasons and structural issues) to be made step by step. Inside cover (parietal) or Kodambah said outer cover (self) called. It is clear that over time of three types:

1. if the two shell components that are interconnected. That is immediately placed on the parietal and sharp finds just the tip of the dome itself has sometimes driving rain and snow slope and so on. The best example of such domes at the peak of perfection and beauty, Sheikh Lotfollah Isfahan Dome has feature is implemented and that is that, unlike other parietal domes on Arbanh ride. The grille can be seen around Arbanh and update will do light work. Due to the extent of your mouth and parietal fasten is parietal.

**How to build a dome**

How common the dome like building around Tapu, as it is Tapu around of Tapu and it makes the dome and to climb back rows of the Iranian domes due to the lack of mold cannot begin to build up inside. In the beginning, they used an instrument called Shahng and norms. Shahng bar portrait of their arrest. The bar is usually a wooden dome in the center of science, such as the dome of the mosque Rahim Khan Shahng in Isfahan budged from around tightly shut up. In terms of building science wood ((Hedge a)) is called. To cinch Shahng the two walls are wood dome of eight to ten believe wood ((Toby)) does not, then the two points that should be the focus of the ellipse Shahng two will throw up a stud and to connect the two chains are very fine with which to draw the desired oval. The chain is the norm and it is elegance like ardarkani chain.
things are reminded that the need for large craters, tall, according glory and majesty, and on the other hand the limitations associated with the strength of materials, skills and technologies of his day’s labor.
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